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Preface

- In the future formal apps & methodologies will be the default for verification.

- Consequently, it's critical for formal verification practitioners to have metrics to measure their progress independent of simulation-related data.

- Hence, this presentation will focus on formal-specific coverage.
Coverage Closure Challenges

- Is my property set complete or are there gaps?

- Are my constraints allowing ALL possible legal stimulus into the design?

- How do I measure the extent of design verification attributable to partially or completely proven properties?

- How do I show the contribution formal is making to the overall verification effort?

- Can I use formal to reduce or even eliminate simulations?
Jasper’s Coverage-Driven Verification Strategy

Provide solutions to accelerate the overall verification coverage closure process.

1. Use formal to help identify holes and unreachables in your simulation (via UCIS/UCDB or vendor-specific interfaces)

[Make formal relevant to your sim-centric colleagues]

Today’s focus

2. Provide coverage metrics for formal verification to establish confidence in formal results, and eliminate redundant simulation tasks

[Enable you & management to see your progress & success]
Formal-Specific Coverage Metrics

- Measuring completeness of a formal testbench
  - **Stimuli coverage**: completeness of stimuli applied to the design under the given set of constraints
  - **Property completeness**: Completeness of property set applied to the DUT

- Measuring verification coverage after formal analysis
  - **Proof coverage**: coverage for properties fully proven
  - **Bounded proof coverage**: coverage for properties with bounded proofs

**Benefits**
- Protect against the potential over-constraint problem to eliminate false confidence in design correctness
- Provides an empirical measurement of the ROI of your formal verification
Stimuli Coverage Illustrated

- Engines attempt to hit all cover items
- Formally proves items that are unreachable

App further categorizes unreachable items:
- Dead code: impossible for any stimulus to hit
- Environment overconstrains possible stimulus

Dead Code
1) Designer Investigates
2) Fix, or waive from coverage

Overconstrained Stimulus
1) Overconstraint identified
2) Fix, or waive from coverage report
Property Completeness Analysis

- Determine the cover items in the COI of each assertion
- Find the union of the assertion COIs
- The remaining **Out of COI cover items** indicate holes in the assertion set at this hierarchical level

![Diagram showing the relationship between different COIs and the design](attachment:image.png)
Property Completeness Progress Measured By Size of “Proof Core”

- **Proof Core** of an assertion: Subset of the logic contained in the COI of the property that is capable of establishing the correctness of the assertions

- Key metric for showing formal verification progress
Summary: Full Proofs And Coverage Results

Key Task
Identify which cover points within the proof core of the COI have been covered

Desired Results
A full proof result implies that entire reachable state-space is traversed, and no violation of the assertion is encountered.
What can I do when my formal analysis is not converging?

**Option 1**

**Option 2**

**Option 3**
Use coverage from “Bounded Proofs”!
Bounded Proof Definition

- A bounded proof result implies that only a subset of the reachable state-space is traversed, and no violation of the assertion is encountered in that subset.

- Bounded proof of “N” cycles == all states reachable within “N” cycles from the design’s reset state have been analyzed.

- This implies that all events possible within “N” cycles from the reset state have been triggered.
Using Bounded Proofs
i.e. Getting value from incomplete proofs

CEX's per Cycle

- **N -2**
- **N -1**
- **N**
- **N+1**
- **N+2**
- **N+3**
- **N+4**

**Good news:**
No failures before “N”

**Guesstimating “N”**
- Min. cycles from input to output
- Counter size
- State machines
- FIFO depths, etc.

**No more CEX’s → Suggests all clear**
Potential Gotcha: Modal Behavior

CEX's per Cycle

Run a little longer to confirm there are no:
• Jumps in FSM states
• Latencies across data packet boundaries
• Different modes of operation
Summary: Overall Proof+COV Strategy

Jasper Formal + Coverage App with bounded proofs

Jasper Formal with full proofs

Assertions added, Constraints fixed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Proven</th>
<th>Failures</th>
<th>Undetermined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setup</td>
<td>☑ 0</td>
<td>☒ 0</td>
<td>☒ 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug-finding</td>
<td>☑ 10</td>
<td>☒ 45</td>
<td>☒ 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review FV env</td>
<td>☑ 20</td>
<td>☒ 40</td>
<td>☒ 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jasper Formal + Coverage App with bounded proofs

Productivity – Jasper’s Coverage app unlocks value from bounded proofs

Quality – dramatically higher coverage

How the COV app helps

- COV app quantifies the significance of bounded proofs, telling you exactly what logic is covered
- Some preliminary results: on our MMU design, coverage increased from 19% to 99% when bounded proofs were included
- If these results are valid, bounded proofs are providing a 80% improvement in formal coverage!
- Bounded proofs on a block can be more important than the full proofs
Summary: Formal Coverage-Driven Verification

- Key capabilities include:
  - Protection against over-constraints
  - Measurement of assertion set completeness
  - Support for bounded and full proofs
  - Easy, persistent exclusion/waiver of illegal areas
  - Interaction with coverage data from simulation via UCDB or other APIs

- Benefits
  - Increased quality & confidence from exhaustive formal analysis
  - Rapidly identify code and functional coverage holes
  - Reach (formal and simulation) coverage closure faster
  - Reduce the number of simulations
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